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One of the most exciting yachts to have been premiered at the
2017 Monaco Yacht Show was the Dynamiq 35m superyacht
GTT 115 Hybrid, which was designed in collaboration with
Studio F. A. Porsche. Not only does this yacht mark a
collaborative first for the two brands, it’s also the first
superyacht you can configure and order entirely online, as well
as being the first to combine a top speed of 21 knots with
Transat range and the first to have two engine rooms in her
size category.

Embracing the latest technology, the new yacht encompasses



a round-bulge hull form designed by Dutch naval architects
Vripack, along with podded propulsion, Hull Vane developed
by Van Oossanen and a stabilization system by Swedish
specialists Humphree. The integration of a bespoke hybrid
system and energy-saving, variable-speed generators then
elevates the yacht’s sustainability.

On board the space is cleverly utilized to give the feeling of a
larger vessel, with interiors that are set apart by the use of
Pepita houndstooth fabric, high-gloss Macassar ebony
veneers, dark brown saddle leather, Alcantara, Persian
carpets and rare Sahara Noir marble. The exterior is then
designed by Studio F. A. Porsche, with an expansive sun deck
incorporating space for sunbathing and al fresco dining, with a
home theater screen, a bar and barbecue zone and a forward
pool.

Commenting on the creation of this yacht, the CEO of
Dynamiq, Sergei Dobroserdov says: “The world premiere is
the culmination of a long process of design and development



to introduce a new kind of superyacht to the market. The aim
was to use sporty, masculine and elegant materials to best
effect. We pride ourselves by always having function in mind,
so while luxurious we also wanted to ensure that the interior
was practical and user-friendly. What we love about this
project is that it’s not a conventional-looking yacht, either
inside or out.”

Roland Heiler, the CEO of Studio F. A. Porsche, adds: “For us
at Studio F. A. Porsche it was a very inspiring experience to be
involved with a yacht project that is significantly different from
others. It is smart, it is a hybrid and from a design point of view
it is all about performance – below the waterline and above.”

With each of its attributes combined, the Dynamiq GTT 115
Hybrid has been named the most advanced superyacht in its
class, and as a limited edition of just seven, is a true
collector’s edition.

The Dynamiq GTT 115 Hybrid is available in Carrara White,
Rhodium Silver, Chalk or Monte-Carlo Blue. Prices start at
$14.6m, with a short delivery time of 15 months from the date
of order.
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